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 Interest rates are scaring the market 
 But Positioning is the real culprit 
 Housing data continues to impress 
 Business Surveys are optimistic 
 The Labor market is still lagging 
 The Fed has not changed its tone 
 The natgas freeze 
 Chart Crime of the week 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
SPX 3829 -2.2% 2.0% 20.9% 
QQQ 312.8 -5.9% -0.3% 42.3% 
US 10 YR 1.53% 1.29% 0.92% 1.33% 
VIX 28.9% 21.5% 22.8% 27.6% 
Oil 63.34 4.7% 30.9% 27.3% 

     
*10yr and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

Rising interest rates continue to dominate the market narrative.  The mood oscillates quickly from “higher rates 
signal the economy is booming” to “higher interest rates are going to wreck the rally.”  Just like we have been 
saying, we think the real shakeout stems from the overcrowded nature of the market.  Growth was everything 
and valuations did not matter.  But just like most things in the market, “they do not matter…until they do.”  And 
we have warned that a quick move higher in interest rates can be more harmful to the market psyche than the 
magnitude of the move.  And that is what we are seeing:  We are surprised at how quickly we got through the 
1.5% level on the 10-year Treasury.  But countering the crowdedness, valuations, and poor Treasury auction 
demand is the performance of Cyclical/Value stocks.  While not impervious to the market weakness, their 
relative outperformance signals economic strength/momentum versus an overheating.  Right on cue, the Fed 
reiterated its pledge to 0% short term interest rates and bond purchases.  And we still have the fiscal “stimulus” 
package coming down the pipeline despite some political road bumps.  We remain bullish, but we mostly still 
like our balanced approach playing the market rotations off each other. 

GameStop is back! The leader of the WallStreetBets crowd, Roaring Kitty, came storming back with another 
large purchase of stock.  This and more talk of pushing the restructuring along more quickly created another 
short squeeze.  But the short bets are much smaller than last time.  We were hoping the stock would continue to 
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fade so we could re-enter a long position based on the restructuring story.  Alas, we will have to wait for this silly 
pop to fade.  Ultimately, we do not think this means much for the market.  Some hedge funds probably didn’t 
learn their lesson, but the damage will be much more contained.  Another quasi-meme stock crashed this week:  
CCIV.  This was one of the highflying SPACs that had not announced its merger.  It had long been rumored that it 
would buy Lucid motors.  Well, that is what it is doing.  But people did not expect the new entity to be valued at 
$90b.  It has never produced a car.  The SPAC is down 57% in less than a week.  It is now the same size as Ford. 

 

 Positioning is the real culprit 

Here is another positioning chart from JP Morgan courtesy of the marketear.  It shows the leverage levels for 
various types of hedge funds.  Perhaps the lagging Equity Quant bucket is the source of the internal strife at JPM 
as to whether the market is overly long?  This argument does hold some water since the Quant group tends to 
have funds that are highly correlated with each other (they all basically stemmed from the Quant shop DE Shaw 
or Goldman Sachs).   This Quant group can also be momentum based…so this lockstep motion can be 
exacerbated.  Perhaps this is why JP Morgan is advocating for investors to go “all in” by selling Puts (long 
exposure with substantial downside risk) and buying Calls (long exposure without downside but are not cheap) 
on the market (SPY).  Of course, JPM said this before the last few days of carnage.  No word yet if they are 
doubling down or quietly retreating. 
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 Housing data continues to impress 

Housing Starts in January slowed from their torrid pace.  Of course, they are still just off their 14-year high.  
Furthermore, Housing Permits surged past their recent high.  They are up 76% since April (recall this data is 
annualized).  Existing Home Sales ticked up 0.6% in January to hit an annualized rate of 6.69mm homes.  This is 
+23.7% vs January 2020.  This was the second monthly increases as we approach the recent high in October (all-
time high in 2005).  The median home price was $304k which is up 14% vs last January.  Every region in the US 
had price increases.  Housing Supply continues to shrink with only 1.9 months of homes for sale.  The average 
number of days a house sits on the market is 21.  New Homes Sales in January keep the theme going strong.  
Pending Home Sales in January did dip.  But the level is still 15-20% higher than the pre-virus trend.  Housing 
stocks have been hit recently because mortgage rates have moved higher.  No surprise there.  But we think the 
housing market can handle this jump in rates with the migration and work-from-home themes intact. 

 Business Surveys are optimistic 

The Flash (early) February reading for the Markit PMIs showed resilient strength in the economy.  The 
Composite (Services and Manufacturing) hit a six year high at 58.8.  Services continue to rebound.  
Manufacturing was a slight disappointment.  But as we have said in the past, all we needed was for Manu to 
hold down the fort while Services came back online.  This appears to be what happened.  Moreover, the regional 
Fed surveys showed strength in Manufacturing across the board.  The Dallas Fed Manu Survey beat expectations 
and jumped back near the October high.  Optimism had been waning since…this was a true outlier to our 
migration theme.  The Philly Fed Many Index moved slightly lower from the breakneck pace registered in 
January.  It was still a strong reading.  The Richmond and Kansas City Feds Indices also showed Manufacturing 
strength. 

 The Labor market is still lagging 

Despite all the positive economic data, Unemployment remains stubborn.  The 4-week moving average for 
regular state unemployment benefits is still almost 810k.  That is new applicants every week.  The federal 
pandemic assistance is another 400k every week. 
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 The Fed has not changed its tone 

The Fed was out in force reemphasizing its stance and programs.  Chairman Powell said the Fed will stay the 
course with 0% interest rates and monthly bond purchases until “substantial further progress has been made” 
which will “likely to take some time.” 

Fed governor Lael Brainard warned about taking the headline Unemployment rate at face value.  This is 
something we have repeatedly warned against, as well.  Of course, nobody seems to care.  Conversely, the 
softness in the labor market is allowing the Fed (and congress) to fuel the market with cheap (free) money. 

 The natgas freeze 

Here are some interesting tidbits as to why the Texas freeze was so harsh on natural gas production.   

 The most efficient natural gas wells today (since the fracking boom began in 2012) have a much 
higher natural gas liquids (NGL) content.  These NGLs come with an increased amount of water (and 
oil condensate).  Throw in the water that is used for the fracking…and you have got a perfect storm 
for “hydrates” forming: Frozen pipes at the wellhead. 

 Despite natural gas production being larger than daily usage in the US, storage of natgas is about 
half of that for crude oil.  For perspective, the US produces about 11mm barrels of oil per day.  
There is about 462mm barrels of storage which is about a 42:1 ratio (storage to daily production).  
For natural gas, the US produces about 95 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf).  Total storage/inventory is 
about 2.3 trillion cubic feet.  The ratio is 24:1. 

 There are three electricity grids in the US:  Eastern, Western, and Texas. 
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 Chart Crime of the week 

Does channel 7 in Seattle think that Asian-related charts are supposed to be read from right to left? 
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 Quick Hits 
 Naomi Osaka is the highest paid female athlete in the world. 
 The Wall Street Journal ran an article assailing child poverty (worthy) using data from 2016 (not 

worthy). 
 There have been 10 convertible bonds issued this year with a 0% coupon. 
 The number of visitors to the Empire State Building’s observation decks declined 94% in the 4Q 

of 2020 vs 2019. 
 The Connecticut turnpike had 4000 signs on its 139 miles when it opened in the 1950’s. 
 The luxury car brand Genesis is owned by Hyundai. 
 Gucci has a pair of sweatpants that cost $2,100. 
 A US-listed, Kazakhstan-based broker will give its retail investors shares of hot IPOs if it buys 

stock in the broker. 
 Shel Silverstein wrote Johnny Cash’s “Boy Named Sue.” 

Trading:  It was a busy week of trading.  Our Put options kicked in and provided us the opportunity to buy some 
of the dips.  Moreover, with our trimmed position in Big Tech and other Growth stocks, we avoided much of the 
market pain (that is not to say we avoided all the pain, of course).  In other words, the balanced approach we 
have been espousing benefitted us.  We used the market weakness to add to our Recovery stocks:  Energy, 
Financials, and other Cyclical/Value names.  So, we are tilting a bit more in this direction.  We will certainly add 
to our Growth names if the weakness persists.  But we know these positions are very crowded and have had 
incredible multiyear runs.  More than a little profit taking is understandable.  We also nibbled some more on 
fixed income.  Even though we have cautioned against buying a kneejerk sell-off in bonds, (the speed is more 
important than the magnitude) we think having a small position in lieu of cash makes sense. 

We bought a few more SPACs this week.  Two are still pre-merger and the stock prices have not rallied that 
much.  These are pure bets on the sponsor of the SPACs being able to find an attractive target at an attractive 
price.  This sounds insane, but the SPAC structure puts all of the cash in a trust and shareholders can take their 
cash back if they do not like the deal.  With short term interest rates at zero, there is not a lot of opportunity 
cost in lieu of holding cash.  We bought one SPAC that just announced its merger.  The market responded poorly 
to the target.  But it is in the datacenter business and is being valued at half the public competition.  We will 
hold this for a bit. 

TSLAQ:  Tesla actually followed the market narrative this week:  Obscenely valued “Growth” stocks were hit the 
hardest with interest rates moving higher again.  We put “Growth” in quotes because it is not a growth stock no 
matter what the True Believers believe.  News wise, the company disclosed that it had to shutdown Model 3 
production in the US because a shortage of chips.  The stoppage was to last from Feb 22 until march 7.  There is 
all sorts of rumoring that this is more demand driven and that the Model Y has effectively cannibalized the 3.  
We think this is probably right, but it also does not matter.  The company does not make money by selling cars. 
And this just in, the Villain has tweeted that production is back up and running.  That is a remarkable 
turnaround.  We are sure the SEC-mandated twitter-sitter signed off on this tweet.  We are also sure that the 
stock’s 23% fall in a month’s time has nothing to do with Musk coming out of the woodwork. 
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


